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Not all books and scholars emerge from happy homes. The various places I have inhabited, especially during the time spent working on this book, have blessed me with the time, encouragement, and knowledge to write.

My work on contemporary domestic novels began in the English department at the Pennsylvania State University as my dissertation. My acknowledgments must begin by thanking my dissertation director, Deborah Clarke. Her dedication to this project and me comes in many forms—too many to detail here. So, I will simply write—with all my heart—thank you, Deb. Ralph Rodriguez’s outstanding guidance also supported my project from start to finish. My thanks as well to the other members of my dissertation committee, Robin Schulze and Lorraine Dowler. Their feedback set me on the road to publication.

Numerous colleagues and friends read, commented on, and otherwise supported this work through its various stages. Many thanks to Holly Flint, Lori Ween, Beth Capo, Janet Holtman, Brandon Kempner, Erika Spohrer, Carissa Turner, KarenDe Herman, Susan K. Harris, Kathryn Hume, Cheryl Glenn, and Liz and Philip Jenkins. Thanks also to the readers and editors at The Ohio State University Press for their insightful reading and thoughtful suggestions. I am especially indebted to Vorris Nunley. His patient listening and willingness to read helped me overcome countless writing woes: I owe him at least a nickel.
My Stockton colleagues and students provide a place that is not only intellectually habitable but also a truly good place to be. I am especially thankful for the encouragement and friendship offered by Laura Zucconi, Katherine Panagakos, Kory Olson, and Michael Cronin. I also wish to express my heartfelt appreciation for the generous support provided by my Literature program colleagues, particularly my mentors Tom Kinsella, Deborah Gussman, Ken Tompkins, Lisa Honaker, and Marion Hussong. I also want to acknowledge Beth Olsen (director of Stockton’s Grants Office), who led me through numerous applications. Deans Rob Gregg and Jan Colijn, as well as the wonderful staff of the Arts and Humanities office, were also instrumental in ushering this project to its conclusion; their support of my research made all the difference.

The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey and the Faculty Resource Network at New York University provided valuable summer research support. My fellow summer 2009 scholars-in-residence at NYU energized my editing and final research work. My gratitude also goes to the Northeast Modern Language Association and their readers for selecting my manuscript as their Book Award winner.

Last but not by any means least, I want to acknowledge my most reliable source of funding and support: Mom and Dad. This work is dedicated to them for giving me the best home.

The advice, resources, and support that I received greatly contributed to my work. I hope that this study advances our understanding of domestic fiction and, more broadly, American literature and culture. My friends, colleagues, students, and family: thank you. “Mi casa es su casa.”
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